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COMPACT DUST EXTRACTOR ASC682

€725,14 (excl. VAT)

The robust design of the dust and liquid extractor is specially designed for the connection of electrical
machines and tools. Its high suction power makes cleaning easier and above all improves working

conditions. This hoover is equipped with a socket with an intelligent automatic start system. Using this
system, the extractor starts automatically when you start the tool. A few seconds after stopping the tool,
the machine also switches itself off. This short after-cleaning ensures that the hoses remain clean. The

double filtration system is equipped with an automatic fine filter vibrator that removes the accumulated
dust and an exhaust for use in blowing mode.

Standard delivery with flexible extraction hose, dust bag and filter for solids or liquids. Other accessories
optionally available.

SKU: VIR-ASC682
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The robust design of the dust and liquid extractor is specially designed for the connection of electrical machines
and tools. Its high suction power makes cleaning easier and above all improves working conditions. This hoover

is equipped with a socket with an intelligent automatic start system. Using this system, the extractor starts
automatically when you start the tool. A few seconds after stopping the tool, the machine also switches itself

off. This short after-cleaning ensures that the hoses remain clean. The double filtration system is equipped with
an automatic fine filter vibrator that removes the accumulated dust and an exhaust for use in blowing mode.

Standard delivery with flexible extraction hose, dust bag and filter for solids or liquids. Other accessories
optionally available.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Compact extractor
For dust or liquids

Smart switch
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DESCRIPTION

The robust design of the dust and liquid extractor is specially designed for the connection of electrical machines
and tools. Its high suction power makes cleaning easier and above all improves working conditions. This hoover

is equipped with a socket with an intelligent automatic start system. Using this system, the extractor starts
automatically when you start the tool. A few seconds after stopping the tool, the machine also switches itself

off. This short after-cleaning ensures that the hoses remain clean. The double filtration system is equipped with
an automatic fine filter vibrator that removes the accumulated dust and an exhaust for use in blowing mode.

Standard delivery with flexible extraction hose, dust bag and filter for solids or liquids. Other accessories
optionally available.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 13 kg

Input Power 1200W

Air Speed 250m³/u


